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Jerome Ringler has received
jury verdicts in excess of
$250 million for his clients.

ringlerandassociates.com

For 30 years, Jerome Ringler has achieved a
record of success in the courtroom that is virtually
unrivaled in Southern California—and elsewhere.
Consider this: Of the 76 cases Ringler has tried
to verdict, 21 have resulted in jury awards in the
seven- and eight-figure range. Recent results
include a class action verdict for $160 million, a
misappropriation of trade secrets verdict for $16
million and a personal injury verdict for $12 million.
Illustrative of Ringler’s class action capabilities,
just recently—while he was with Ringler
Kearney— he achieved class certification in a
business fraud class action where the damages
exceed $250 million. In the area of class action
litigation alone, he has achieved verdicts and
settlements that exceed $225 million. He
has also served as lead counsel in four major
railroad disasters involving commuter lines,
two of which were the largest commuter rail
disasters in our nation’s history at the time they
occurred. The combined settlements in these
two cases alone approached $250 million.
Ringler has been listed in The Best Lawyers in
America® for more than a decade and has been
included on the Top 100 Southern California Super
Lawyers® list from 2004 to 2007, 2009, 2010 and
2012. Ringler was named “Trial Lawyer of the Year”
on two occasions, first by the Los Angeles Trial
Lawyers Association and later by Verdictum Juris.
And so it makes sense that the firm of Ringler
& Associates is highly selective in its choice
of clientele, representing only plaintiffs in
significant high-stakes litigation.
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